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Company profile

Natural Gas Metering and Regulating Systems 



Tormene Group was founded as a holding for all the manufacturing activities located in South 

America, Europe, China and Africa.

Tormene Industriale (Italy), the holding leader, has interests in three main industrial sectors:

• Natural Gas Metering and Regulating Components and Systems

• Industrial Liquid Metering

• Luxury Lighting Solutions

This is the Company profile of 

the Natural Gas Metering 

and Regulating 

Components 

and Systems.

The industrial 

imprinting is one 

of a family business 

with centennial  tradition 

in the mechanical sector. 

   The character is one 

orientated towards 

innovation. Development 

comes naturally to us. 

          This is why Tormene Group      

                currently represents one of the  

          most reliable international partners  

     and is proposed on the market 

             as a producer and supplier of all the 
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RESOURCES - INSTRUMENTATION - 
PARTNERSHIP
This is the formula of Tormene Group for the future of natural gas.
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necessary instrumentation 

for regulation and metering 

stations of natural gas, for 

contractors around the world. 

In recent years Tormene Group 

has confirmed its position as 

the engineering leader in the 

construction of sites and systems, 

in America, Asia, Africa and 

Europe. 

The Group has always been 

present at international level and 

today production, support and the 

sales network are located in over 

9 countries, to guarantee synergy 

and proximity to the markets 

alongside those developing 

projects around the world, with 

the real advantage of providing 

technical support during entire 

life cycle of the stations.  



The corporate model, which has always taken into consideration the 

contexts and the territories, aims for the same standards and 

efficiency that the Group has always reserved for its stations during 

their first industrial developments. Knowing the geographical areas 

and the technologies on which the elements are integrated enables true 

understanding of the needs of each client  and building a partnership 

based on a shared vision. 

The instrumentation, the software and the mechatronics for smart 

management of the digital data provided by Tormene Group continue 

a tradition of technology and innovation together with the flexible 

resources of its team.

The skills acquired during the upstream and downstream phase in 

developing the stations (separation, storage, pre-heating, filtration, 

regulation, metering and odorization of natural gas) are a vital resource 

for the new partners and always new players.

Our clients are our most precious resource, intended as partners for 

excellence, each with their own unique potential.

The future of energy is a story that should  

be continued and written together.
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The natural evolution for natural gas

• An engineering and industrial tradition with strong European roots

• An international vision

• A leading group since 1998, in Argentina, Chile, Brazil, Peru, 

Colombia, Uruguay, Mexico, China and Ethiopia

• 20 years experience in the development of turnkey stations

• A new mission in the production and provision of instrumentation.

An objective in search of full efficiency 
and the longevity of the stations

• Competence and experience for each type of station

• Knowledge of contexts, geographical areas and specific market 

requirements

• Ability to create new solutions for increasingly new and evolving 

scenarios

•  Production of a complete range of elements for each upstream and 

downstream station 

• Customised solutions for each client and project

Proximity in the territory and continuous support

• A team of expert technicians, engineers and agents always following 

each client

• Capillary company divisions located in 9 countries, including Brazil, 

Russia, China, India and Nigeria

• Design and supply of products with customised solutions and 

continuous technical support.
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6 product macro-areas

• Post-well range, filters, liquid and dust separators

• Range of filters and pre-heating equipment

• Range of pressure regulators

• Range of volumetric meters

• Range of ball valves for use in stations

• Automation and remote control systems

Products and technologies 

• Filters and separators

• Heaters / Exchangers

• Multifunction gas pressure regulators

• Gas pressure regulators

• Quick opening closures

• Safety valves

Smart digital and mechatronic systems

• Local Panel HMI, PLC, RTU

• Automatic control

• Communications network

• Supervisory, SCADA system

• Smart grid system for all new applications
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Natural gas follows a certain history and progression, step by step. 

The experience of Tormene Group enables provision of the 

best technologies and range of products ad-hoc for each 

station upstream and downstream.

Production involves 6 macro-areas of products, 

with advanced technology, reinforced by a 

certified engineering tradition and the 

outcome of continuous investments in Research 

and Innovation. 

The engineers and teams within the Group can 

design and develop offers based on the specific 

needs of each system. Engineering, production 

and technical support are the 3 factors that 

enable the best solution is always guaranteed, 

not only in technical terms, but also financially.

The objective to share is the optimisation of each station.
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FLEXIBILITY - PRODUCTS - PEOPLE 
Each station deserves an ad-hoc solution.
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The business and continuous services include all steps capillary and 

continuous support:

• design

• mounting and installation

• mechanical and pneumatic start-up

• management electronic system start-up,  FAT (Factory Acceptance 

Test) and SAT (Site Acceptance Test)

• integration with instrumentation control systems and SCADA
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The 6 product macro-areas of Tormene Group

1 -  Post-well range, filters, liquid and dust 
separators and relevant by-products

• Two and three phase separators

• Cyclone filters separator

2 - Range of filters and pre-heating equipment

• Liquid and dust separators

• Cartridge filters

• Cyclone filters

• Coalescent filters

• Heat exchangers

• Indirect water bath heaters

3 - Range of pressure regulators

• Gas pressure regulators and SSV TA-956

• Gas pressure regulators and SSV TA-957

• Gas pressure regulators and SSV TA-950

• Gas pressure regulators and SSV TA-992

• Industrial and instrumentation gas pressure regulators

• Safet blow down valves SBV 05 / 04 / 03

• Piloted pressure relief valves TA-956 PPRV

• Axial Type Pressure Regulators and SSU TA-935

4 - Range of volumetric meters and relevant accessories

• Turbine meters

• Volumetric meters
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5 -  Range of ball valves to use in 
stations and safety valves

• Floating ball valves

• Trunnion mounted ball valves

• Automated ball valves

6 -  Automation and remote control systems 
and relevant by-products

• Local Panel HMI, PLC, RTU 

• Automatic control 

• Communications network 

• Supervisory, SCADA system 

• Smart grid system for new applications
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DEVELOPMENT - NETWORKS - 
OPPORTUNITIES
A network with opportunities for all market operators.

Tormene Group has an international vision. Today, in an increasingly 

complex and interconnected world, all the initiatives aim to establish a 

virtuous network of positive collaboration: united we stand, as in a 

company eco-system at 360°, full of experience and potential. 

The precious source of methane has taught us that  in nature 

we grow together, following reciprocal equilibrium and 

integrating multiple complementary solutions. The key 

to best development is not to limit but multiply 

resources and opportunities. The natural 

gas market is also a “live” system in continuous 

movement, where each person plays a unique role 

that is important for everyone, within the entire 

network.

In this virtuous network, composed of sub-

networks, companies, people, sites and industrial 
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activities, geography and respect for the environment, each player has 

a useful and vital area of development for himself and for 

others, but at the same time highly specific. For this reason, 

each client is a precious partner and deserves attention. 

The mission of Tormene Group - is to provide 

ad-hoc solutions, based on the requirements 

and context. 

Many different solutions for instrumentation 

composing the stations, but with a unique, 

distinguished character, to guarantee 

the same quality anywhere as 

expected by the client and maintain a 

strong value chain.
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Tormene Americana SA

Buenos Aires - Argentina • +54 4897.5999

tormene@tormeneamericana.com.ar

Tormene Americana do Brasil

Rio de Janeiro - Brazil • +55 21 2510.6155

info@tormenebrasil.com.br

Tormene Andina SAC

Lima - Peru • +511 628.1595/596

tandina@tormeneandina.com.pe

Euromag International srl

Padua - Italy • +39 049 9005064

euromag@euromag.com

TA Valves & Regulators Company 

Sichuan - China • +86 813 5536 058

info@tavrc.com

Tormene Industriale srl

Padua - Italy • +39 049 9004107

info@tormeneindustriale.com

Tormene Nigeria

Lagos - Nigeria - +234(0)7088085024
ta.nigeria@tormeneamericana.com.ar
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Tormene Americana Colombia

Bogotà - Colombia • +571 45709464

gerencia@tormene.com.co

Tormene AG

Pontresina (GR) - Switzerland • 0041/
(0)71/588.03.15

info@tormene.ch

Tormene AG RUS

Miass - Russia • +7-3513-255-064
tormeneagrus@tormene-rus.ru

Light Engineering + Design

Padua – Italy - +39 049 0980809

info@lightengineering.net

www.tormenegroup.com



 RESOURCES - FLEXIBILITY - DEVELOPMENT 

www.tormenegroup.com


